
Artificial Crystalline Neurons 

Development of complex systems often follows a linear progression of development and 

complexification until they reach a point where non-linear progressions are necessary in 

order to make the next leap in evolutionary ability.  This is absolutely true with the hu-

man nervous system.  Single celled organisms get by pretty well with linear firing of 

one neuron but as decision making, adaptability and other higher level functions be-

come necessary you need complex interactions that demand non-linear processes. 

Neural networks demand energy, novelty and non-linear processes to generate the high 

levels of complexity we see in humans.  These non-linear processes often look chaotic.  

In fact, early complexity theory was often referred to as chaos theory and the human 

brain and nervous system are a key place to observe these interactions occurring. 

As science continues to model human neurology, with its special fascination on the 

brain, having ways to build in non-linear processes and complexity become paramount.  

Computing is an area in which perfection has been prized over efficiency.  As computing 

power increases energy demand is going to also increase and is a natural barrier to its 

expansion. 

Research at IBM has generated a new model of an artificial neuron based on an artificial 

crystal composite.  These “neurons” are not intended for biological use but rather as a 

technological mimicking of the computational power of the brain. This chalcogenide-

based crystal is just a micrometer in diameter and has 2 electrodes attached to it.  As it 

receives information and energy the crystalline nature actually deforms and becomes 

glasslike until it hits peak energy (summation) and disperses the information (action 

potential) across the electrodes.  What is so exciting about this process is that it opens 

up a new kind of processing that is highly efficient (uses a fraction of the energy) but 

also totally different.  Part of the price of efficiency is accuracy.  This new type of artifi-

cial neuron, when used in computing scenarios, may actually produce inaccurate infor-

mation.  However, it is able to handle such massive amounts of data that it can extrap-

olate from data sets far to large for traditional supercomputers.   
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One scientist described the answers these types of systems made as 

“intuitive”.  This allows us to draw a fascinating, Reorganizationally inspired 

parallel to these two types of computing and the Lower Mental and Upper 

Mental Energetic Intelligences.  The Lower Mental is similar to the tradi-

tional computer – all linear, focused on perfection and precision, and binary 

(this or that, one or zero).  As we switch to this new model of computing 

we see systems that look at whole sets of data for trends and can extrapo-

late a much larger picture that would just overwhelm a lower order device.  

This is similar to the Upper Mental Energetic Intelligence – it is able to un-

derstand a gestalt where the lower mental would be looking for the rules 

that govern and get tangled in seeming contradictions.  

Crystals are also an interesting choice for these artificial neurons because 

there is so much signal propagation occurring in the body based on crystal 

properties and the piezoelectric effect already.  Bones stimulate growth and 

strengthening through the hydroxyapatite crystals during loading and un-

loading generating charge through the piezoelectric effect.  The absence of 

this is part of the mechanism of bone thinning in osteoporosis. 

Renowned energetics research James Oschman also proposes looking at 

the connective tissue (also crystal containing) as an energy and infor-

mation conductive material and even suggests that trauma may function to 

inhibit the connective tissue and its tensegrous connections into every cell 

as the foundation for the connection between the subconscious and the 

body, sometimes termed as “cellular memory”.   

This highlights a key distinction as we continue to look at complexity in 

both organic and artificial neurological systems.  As these artificial systems 

complexify it is being assumed by many that the complexity will inevitably 

invite consciousness – the foundational belief behind most AI research.  

And still, like the brain, there is no evidence that complexity generates 

consciousness.  Neurological complexity may be able to tune into matter 

but we have never seen an example of non-biolgical system go from inani-

mate (albeit complex) to animate with connection between an Energetic 

Intelligence to organize the energy and information in said structure.  
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